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Abstract— The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used today
by routers of all Autonomous Systems (AS) in the Internet.
BGP is responsible for end-to-end reachability in the Internet.
BGP routers have to exchange routes towards about 200,000
prefixes (blocks of IP addresses). Inside each AS, routers are
using internal iBGP sessions to exchange their best route with
other routers. The objective of an iBGP topology is to redistribute
BGP routes inside the whole AS. In large ASs, some BGP routers
are used as route reflectors because it reduces the total number
of sessions needed for this route redistribution.

Checking the correctness of iBGP configuration [1] and de-
tecting potential problems inside the iBGP [2] are particularly
difficult when route reflection [3] is used. The scalability of route
reflection compared to an iBGP full-mesh comes at the cost of
opacity in the choice of the best routes by the routers insidethe
AS. This opacity induces problems like suboptimal route choices
in the IGP cost, deflection and forwarding loops.

We propose to check for the optimality of the routes choice ina
route reflection graph. We do so without requiring to simulate the
complex operations of the BGP protocol. Our check procedure
is applied to a tier-1 AS. Our simulations show that a significant
fraction of suboptimal path choices may occur, between 10 and
30% in realistic cases.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Internet consists of a collection of more than 21,000
domains called Autonomous Systems (ASs). Each AS is com-
posed of multiple networks operated under the same authority.
Inside a single domain, an independent Interior Gateway
Protocol (IGP) [4] such as IS-IS or OSPF is used to prop-
agate routing information. Between ASs, an Exterior Gateway
Protocol (EGP) is used to exchange reachability information.
Today, BGP [4] is the de facto standard interdomain routing
protocol used in the Internet. BGP routers exchange routing
information over BGP sessions. External BGP (eBGP) ses-
sions are established over inter-domain links, i.e. links between
two different ASs (BGP peers), while internal BGP (iBGP)
sessions are established between the routers inside an AS.
Through its BGP sessions, each router receives and propagates
BGP routes for destination prefixes. A BGP router processes
and generates route advertisements as shown in Figure 1.
Administrators specify input filters per BGP peer, which are
used to discard unacceptable incoming BGP advertisements.
Once a route advertisement is accepted by the input filter, it
is placed together with the routes originated at this routerin
the incoming Routing Information Base (RIB-In). Beforehand,
some of the route attributes may have been modified according
to the local routing policies. Next, the BGP decision process
is used to select thebest routefor each prefix among the
available routes. This route is then placed into the BGP routing

table, which we will also refer to as theRIB-Out. Finally,
administrators may specify output filters for each peer, which
are used to decide which best routes to propagate to a BGP
neighbor.

Fig. 1. Operation of a BGP router.

The BGP decision process consists of a sequence of elim-
ination steps. Its final goal is to select a single best route
for any given prefix. For this purpose, the BGP decision
process considers several of the BGP routes attributes. One
of the first attributes islocal-preference (in short,
local-pref). As local-pref is a non-transitive at-
tribute, it can be used to locally rank routes. The next
BGP attribute examined by the BGP decision process is the
AS-path. An AS-path contains the sequence of ASs that
a route crossed to reach the current AS. Routes with shorter
AS-paths are preferred. Next in the evaluation process is
the multi-exit-discriminator (MED). This attribute
is used to rank routes received from the same neighbor AS,
but it can also be used across neighbors. Then the decision
process ranks routes according to the IGP cost of the intra-
domain path towards the exit point in the AS (called the BGP
next-hop), preferring routes with smaller IGP cost. This rule
implements hot-potato routing [5]. Finally, if there is still more
than a single route left, the router breaks ties, for example
by selecting the route to the neighbor which has the lowest
router-ID (typically one of its IP addresses).

A. iBGP route reflection

Route-reflection [3] was initially introduced as an alternative
to the iBGP full-mesh that requiresn(n−1)/2 iBGP sessions
to be established inside an AS. This number of sessions
required for propagating the routes learned from neighboring
ASs does not scale for large networks containing hundreds
or thousands of BGP routers. Route-reflection was thus intro-
duced to limit the number of iBGP sessions for large size
networks. An advantage of an iBGP full-mesh is that all



routers know the best routes of the other routers inside the
network. When a route is withdrawn, routers can typically
switch to another route immediately, without waiting for BGP
to converge. When an iBGP full-mesh is not used, routers
might know only a very limited subset of the routes the AS
knows to reach an external destination.

Route-reflection inside an AS defines two types of relation-
ships among BGP routers: client and non-client. These rela-
tionships among BGP peers define a loose hierarchy among
routers, going from the bottom level routers that have no
clients up to the largest route reflectors that are not client
of any other router. Note that this implicit hierarchy is not
practically enforced, as iBGP sessions can be established
between any two routers inside the AS, even under route
reflection.

The redistribution of the routes in iBGP works according
to well-defined rules. First, recall that a route is never re-
advertised to the peer that announced it. Consider a given
prefix p for which a router inside the iBGP receives several
routes from its peers (iBGP or eBGP). The router chooses its
best route towardsp among the possible ones, using the BGP
decision process [6]. How the best route is propagated to the
iBGP neighbors of a router depends on whether the router acts
as a router-reflector or not. If a router does not act as a route
reflector, i.e. it has no "client" peer, then the router advertises
this route to all its iBGP peers if it is learned from an eBGP
session, or to none of them if the route was learned from an
iBGP session. On the other hand, if a router acts as a route
reflector [3]:

• If the route was learned from a client peer (or eBGP
peer), the route reflector redistributes the route to all its
clients and non-client peers (except the one from which
the route was received).

• If the route was learned from a non-client peer, the route
reflector redistributes the route to its client peers only.

These rules driving the redistribution of the routes insidethe
iBGP imply a filtering of the routes over the internal BGP
signaling graph. Besides the rules defined in [3] when connect-
ing route reflectors to ensure a proper working of the iBGP
propagation, there is no clear design rules known today as to
how to design a proper iBGP graph. Guidelines for checking
that a correct iBGP configuration have been discussed in [1].
[2] provides a tool to detect potential problems due to the
iBGP configuration based on static analysis.

B. Drawbacks of route reflection

The main drawback of route reflection is the potential lack
of visibility of some routes. A client router of a route reflector
typically does not know the same routes as it would have
known in a full-mesh. Each router may not know all routes
needed to select the best path among all possible ones known
inside the AS. The use of route reflection limits route diversity
in the network [7].

Suppose that for a given prefix, a route reflector knows
multiple BGP routes distinguished on the IGP cost to their
BGP next-hop. This route reflector will only forward its route

Fig. 2. Packets sent fromr1 and r2 are trapped in a forwarding loop
r1, r2, r1, r2, ....

Fig. 3. r3 selects the route announced byn1 because it never learns the
route announced byn2.

to its closest BGP next-hop. Depending on the choice of the
route reflectors, some BGP speakers may be unable to learn
(and thus to choose) their own best route in term of the IGP
cost. A such loss of information may lead to many routing
problems as explained below.

• Suboptimal egress point:Lack of visibility induced by
route reflectors might lead to suboptimal routing [8]. A
BGP speaker will not always learn the route exiting to its
closest next-hop due to route reflection. Figure 3 shows
an example of suboptimal routing. Becauserr1 prefers
the route announced byn1, r3 never learns the route
announced byn2 and thus cannot send its traffic to its
closest egress point.

• Non-determinism: Depending on the order in which
BGP messages arrive, the best route selected by some
routers might differ [1]. The network state is then not
predictable. Let’s consider the example reported in Fig-
ure 4. For a given prefixp, let beρi the route announced
by ni, i ∈ {1, 2}

1) Suppose that the considered AS learnsρ1 at first.



Fig. 4. Two possible final states:rr1 andrr2 both select the route learned
by n1 or n2.

Each router selects routeρ1 for this prefixp. Then,
the considered AS learnsρ2. r2 selectsρ2, but rr2

keeps its current routeρ1. The final stable state is
S1 = {r1 : ρ1; rr1 : ρ1; rr2 : ρ1; r2 : ρ2}.

2) Now, suppose that the AS first learnsρ2. By the
same reasoning, routing converges to the final state
S2 = {r1 : ρ2; rr2 : ρ2; rr2 : ρ2; r2 : ρ1}, and
S1 6= S2. This topology hence does not lead to
deterministic routing.

• Forwarding loops caused by deflection:Suppose two
BGP routers have selected distinct BGP best routes
towards a prefix that are tie-breaked by the IGP cost
to the next-hop. If a BGP speaker selects a BGP next-
hop, and if the IGP path from this router to this next-hop
reaches a BGP speaker that selects another egress point,
the traffic is said to bedeflected. If multiple deflections
occur, forwarding loops can appear [8]. For example, in
Figure 2, the same prefix is advertised to two BGP routers
via eBGP sessions.rr1 andrr2 always select the eBGP-
learned route as best for the prefix.r1 selects the route
advertised byrr1 with n1 exit point, andr2 selects the
route advertised byrr2 with n2 exit point. r1 is on the
IGP path fromr2 to n2 andr2 is on the IGP path from
r1 to n1. There is thus a forwarding loop betweenr1 and
r2.

The convergence of the BGP protocol occurs independently
for each prefix1. Since BGP updates are packed in messages,
and since messages are sent everyx unit of time, convergence
of the network is slow when too many prefixes are updated
at the same time [9]. For any prefix, some of the problems
mentioned above can occur. The configuration of the routers
in an AS follows the specifications and guidelines initially
decided by the network managers. In practice however, com-
plex interactions between IGP and BGP can happen with
the use of route reflector hierarchies [10], [11]. Furthermore,
when internal and external network failures occur, the network

1The BGP decision process of a router is applied separately totwo distinct
prefixes when aggregation is disabled or not applicable.

can fall into dangerous states where many other prefixes will
experience iBGP convergence problems [12].

C. Checking for optimal routes propagated by the iBGP
configuration of an AS

To our knowledge, no work so far has proposed a method
to check if a BGP router selects the route towards its closest
egress point, as would be the case in an iBGP full-mesh. We
call this kind of optimalityfm-optimality(fm as in full-mesh).

When tie-breaking of some BGP routes for the same prefix
is done on the IGP cost to the next-hop, it is possible that
deflection occurs for some routers. Because routing deflections
limit the predictability of network state and can alter routing
and forwarding performance (loops, optimal routing . . . ), we
believe that a network should experience a minimal number
of routing defections. Moreover, when packets are deflected
by a router, the alternate BGP route used to exit the AS
through a new next-hop can be significantly different from
the original route selected for the packets. This route may
indicate an alternate entry point in the same neighbor AS, or
another neighbor AS with a completely differentAS-path.
The unpredicted new route taken by packets may not be the
one that matches the goals of the network managers.

We show in this paper how to check for our so calledfm-
optimality. We use as input the IGP topology and the iBGP
topology of an AS with the set of possible BGP next-hops. Our
methodology performs a complete and systematic verification
of deflections that would occur between a BGP routerr and
any border router of the AS that would have been one of
r’s closest exit points for some prefixes. Sets of possible
concurrent exit points for each prefix can be used as input.
For the sake of generality, we consider all BGP next-hops to
be concurrent for any given destination network. In practice
however, one may want to restrict for each prefix the set of
next-hops to those from which routes towards this prefix may
be received.

Our fm-optimalitycheck procedure is applied to a large tier-
1 AS and reveals up to30% of potentially suboptimal routes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II we introduce our notations and network models for IGP
and iBGP routing. In section III, we explain our methodology
to check forfm-optimality in the network. In section IV, we
show results for a tier-1 AS. Finally we conclude and discuss
further work.

II. N ETWORK MODEL

To model the propagation of BGP routes within an AS, we
use one graph for IGP routing and one graph for BGP sessions.
In the IGP graph, paths are selected by routers using shortest
paths. In the BGP reflection graph, the propagation of routes
follows the rules of iBGP route reflection. We introduce at
the end of this section a topological model to compute valid
iBGP signaling paths inside the AS. The selection of a best
BGP route follows the BGP decision process [6], and decides
which routes are propagated by routers. In this paper we study
the cases where tie-break occurs at the step of comparing the
IGP cost towards the next hops (see part III).



A. Graph models

1) “IGP Graph” (intra-domain routing): Let be Gigp =
(Vigp, Eigp) the directed graph for the IGP topology.Vigp is
the set of routers and external BGP next-hops.Eigp is the
set of arcs between routers inVigp. We add two arcse =
−−−→
(u, v), e′ =

−−−→
(v, u) ∈ Eigp when the two routersu, v ∈ Vigp

share a link. Each edge is weighted with the IGP metric
w
−−−→
(u, v) from u to v, and e′ edge is weighted with the IGP

metric w
−−−→
(v, u) from v to u. In real network topologies, a

BGP next-hop address has to be reachable via IGP routing
for packet forwarding to be possible. Peer routers connected
to an AS with an eBGP session are not systematically in the
IGP topology of the AS (for example when static routes are
defined). When a BGP next-hop is not in the IGP network
topology, we add a router labeled with the IP address of the
next-hop. We also add toEibgp the arc from the border router
of the AS that establishes the eBGP session to this next-hop.
We set its IGP metric to 0.

We denote bydist : Vigp × Vigp −→ N the weight of the
shortest path between two routers.

2) “Reflection graph” (BGP route redistribution) :We
denote byN the set of BGP next-hops, andR the set of
routers running BGP inside the AS. The reflection graph
Gbgp = (Vbgp, Ebgp) describes the route reflector hierarchy.
We haveVbgp = R∪N . Ebgp denotes the set of BGP sessions
between routers. When two routers share an iBGP session we
add two edges between routers labeled withUP from a client
to one of its route reflector,DOWN from a route reflector to
one of its clients, orOV ER (see Figure 6). eBGP links are
labeledEBGP . We use the same notations as [8], [13].

We denote byD = {EBGP, UP, OV ER, DOWN} the
set of iBGP sessions type andlabel : Ebgp −→ D the label of
a given link. We also notesym : D −→ D the function that
return the symmetric label of a given label.sym(EBGP ) =
EBGP , sym(UP ) = DOWN , sym(DOWN) = UP ,
sym(OV ER) = OV ER.

3) Consistency of BGP sessions:We assume BGP sessions
in the reflection graph to be possible and correctly established
between two BGP peers:

∀
−−−→
(u, v) ∈ Ebgp,















∃ pathµ in graphGigp from u to v,
∃ pathµ′ in graphGigp from v to u,
−−−→
(v, u) ∈ Ebgp,

label
−−−→
(u, v) = sym(label

−−−→
(v, u)).

(1)
To simplify our figures, we only draw oneUP edge from

a client router to a route reflector instead of drawing the two
symmetric edges labeled withUP andDOWN .

4) Assumptions on BGP route filtering:In practice, BGP
filters are deployed in eBGP sessions. We assume that:

• if a filter is set between a BGP next-hopn and a router
r for the considered prefixp, we do not build the edge
from n to r ;

• no filtering happens between two iBGP peers.

Fig. 5. Paths (n, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6), (n, r1, r2, r3, r5, r6),
(n, r1, r5, r6) are some valid paths inGbgp from next-hop n to
router r6.

Fig. 6. A graphGbgp with the three types of iBGP links.

B. Extended graph model for route propagation in reflection
graph

Valid path, valid graph:A valid path (r1, ..., rk) in the
reflection graphGbgp consists of zero or oneEBGP edge,
followed by zero or moreUP edge(s), followed by zero or one
OV ER edge, followed by zero or moreDOWN edge(s) [14].
This pattern of path label can be described with the following
regular expression:

(EBGP )?(UP )∗(OV ER)?(DOWN)∗ (2)

Several examples of valid paths are reported in Figure 5.
Gbgp is a valid graph if and only if for each origin-

destination pair(n, r) ∈ N × R, a valid iBGP path from
n to r exists.

Extended graphGext
bgp: To ensure the validity of each sig-

naling path, we transformGbgp into theGext
bgp graph according

to Figures 6 and 7. Vertices of setN and eBGP links are
not modified. The extended grah ensures that only paths that
comply with the regular expression that defines a valid path
are allowed [15].

III. C HECKING fm-optimalityOF IBGP ROUTES

A. Definitions

Equivalent routes:Let us consider a valid and stable BGP
topology. For a given prefix, if a route is better than others
according a higherlocal-pref value, a shorterAS-path,
lowestorigin-type or lowerMED, this route is chosen as
best by all BGP routers in the AS. In this case, the iBGP



Fig. 7. The extended graphGext
bgp

associated toGbgp described by Figure 6.

topology leads to the same routing as a full-mesh of iBGP
sessions. If routes toward the prefix cannot be distinguished
with the local-pref, AS-path, origin-type or MED
attributes, routes are said to bequasi-equivalent. In this case,
the way in which router will select their best path depends on
what is calledhot-potato routing.

Two steps in the BGP decision process are responsible for
hot-potato routing in the AS:

• routes learned by eBGP are preferred over routes learned
by iBGP,

• routes to closest BGP next-hops in the IGP topology are
preferred.

Routers of the AS selectquasi-equivalentroutes towards a
prefix depending on their relative position (in terms of IGP
cost) to the BGP next-hop of the routes.

Concurrent next-hops:We call concurrent next-hopsthe
next-hops ofquasi-equivalentroutes towards a given prefixp.
We denote this set byCN (p) ⊆ N .

Fm-next-hops:We call afm-next-hopof a routerr one of
the BGP next-hops it would have selected after the two hot-
potato steps of the BGP Decision process if the iBGP topology
was a full-mesh.

Because we assume that IGP weights on inter-AS links
are set to0, any fm-next-hopn of a routerr always verifies
dist(r, n) ≤ dist(r, n′) for any otherconcurrent next-hopn′.

Shadowing-reflectors:In the case of route reflection,
quasi-equivalentroutes with thefm-next-hopof some routers
may be hidden by some route reflectors that select a route
with another next-hop. Such route reflectors that hidequasi-
equivalent routes are said to beshadowing-reflectors. For
example, in Figure 3,rr1 is a shadowing-reflector of pair
(n2, r3) becauserr1 does not advertise the route with next-
hop n2 due to its preference for the route with next-hopn1.
Such shadowing reflectors hidequasi-equivalentroutes whose
next-hop is afm-next-hopfor some other routers. To be a

shadowing-reflector, a route reflectorrr must hence select as
best a routeρ with next-hopn, and learn another routeρ′

whose next-hopn′ is a fm-next-hopfor another router.
When a routerr′ is a shadowing-reflector for the pair

(n, r), router r cannot learn routes with next-hopn through
any valid signaling path(n, .., r′, ..., r). Let us denote by
S(n, r) ⊆ R\{r} the set of shadowing-reflectors for routerr
to one of itsfm-next-hopsn. r learns a route with next-hopn
if and only if a valid signaling path fromn to r exists in graph
Gbgp after pruning all shadowing-reflectors of the setS(n, r).
This condition is said to be thefm-optimalitycondition for the
pair (n, r).

• Fm-optimal path: a valid iBGP path in the reflection
graph (n, r1, ...rk, r) from a fm-next-hopn ∈ N to a
routerrk ∈ R is saidfm-optimalfor (n, r) if and only if
there is noshadowing-reflectorin set{ri}1≤i≤k.

• Fm-optimal pair: a pair composed by a routerr and one
of its fm-next-hopsn is fm-optimalif and only if at least
one fm-optimal pathexists fromn to r.

Fm-optimalityof any pair is a strong condition for an iBGP
reflection topology. But this condition leads to a reliable iBGP
topology in the AS where the drawbacks of deflection can not
occur (see section I-B). If the BGP topology isfm-optimal
when all the BGP nexthops announce quasi-equivalent routes
(i.e. CN = N ), we can show that this topology isfm-optimal
for all subset ofN . In this case, BGP topology verify the
following properties:

• Validity : A BGP fm-optimal topology is also valid be-
cause each router learns at least the route to its closest
nexthop.

• Optimality : Fm-optimality implies optimal routing be-
cause each router knows its closest egress point. In
practice some (next-hop,router) pairs may not befm-
optimal while routing is still optimal. It depends on the
different subsets of BGP next-hops announcing a given
prefix.

• Determinism: Each router picks the route related to its
closest next-hop. If all (router,egress point) pairs have a
different IGP metric, BGP routing is deterministic.

• No deflections: If a router has only one closest egress
point for a given prefix, and if no static route is defined
on a router belonging to the IGP path from this router
to its egress point, no deflexion occurs. Let us consider
(n, r) ∈ N ×R, r′ ∈ R such thatr′ belongs to the IGP
path fromn to r, andn′ ∈ N\{n} such thatdist(r, n) <
dist(r, n′). We havedist(r, n) = dist(r, r′)+dist(r′, n)
becauser′ belongs to the shortest path fromr to n. Fur-
thermore,dist(r, n′) ≤ dist(r, r′) + dist(r′, n′). Those
two inequalities lead todist(r′, n) < dist(r′, n′). r′

prefersn to n′. Thus, traffic sent fromr to n is never
deflected byr′. Deflections may only occur whenr′

verifiesdist(r′, n) = dist(r′, n′).
• No forwarding loops: If the IGP topology does not

contain any zero-cost circuits, and if static routes may
only be defined between a border router and a BGP



nexthop, we can prove that no forwarding loop can occur.
Consider a forwarding loop due to multiple deflections.
We denote byr1, . . . , rk ∈ R the BGP speakers de-
flecting the traffic andn1, . . . , nk ∈ N their respective
BGP next-hops. Indexes are given modulok. Eachri+1

forwards the traffic sent byri to ni and redirects it to
ni+1. Eachri+1 belongs to the shortest path fromri to
ni, thus ∀i ∈ {0, ...k}, dist(ri, ni) = dist(ri, ri+1) +
dist(ri+1, ni). Because the BGP topology isfm-optimal,
each ri must verify the following property (see the
previous paragraph):dist(ri+1, ni) = dist(ri, ni). Those
two equalities lead to:
dist(r0, n0) = dist(r0, r1) + dist(r1, n0)
dist(r0, n0) = dist(r0, r1) + dist(r1, n1)
dist(r0, n0) = dist(r0, r1) + dist(r1, r2) + dist(r2, n1)
dist(r0, n0) = dist(r0, r1)+dist(r1, r2)+dist(r2, n2) =
. . . =

∑k−1

i=0
(dist(ri, ri+1)) + dist(rk, n0). (a)

r0 deflects the traffic sent byrk to nk. Thus,
dist(rk, n0) = dist(rk, r0) + dist(r0, nk). Furthermore,
r0 prefers the route announced byn0 to the route
announced bynk, so ∃K ≥ 0, dist(r0, nk) = K +
dist(r0, n0) (b) . (a) and (b) lead to:
∑k

i=0
(dist(ri, ri+1)) + K = 0

Each term of this sum is a positive value, hence:
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, dist(ri, ri+1) = 0
If no zero IGP cost circuit exists and if no static route
is defined elsewhere on links between an ASBR and its
BGP nexthop, the network is loop-free.

Fm-optimality is a bit strong but very helpful to validate a
BGP topology. As we will see in section III-B, we can easily
compute a lower bound of the number offm-optimal (next-
hop,router) pair. If this lower bound is the number of (next-
hop,router) pairs, the BGP topology isfm-optimaland then all
the properties we have just detailed hold. Otherwise, one has
to check for each suboptimal pair if problems may occur.

B. Shadowing-reflectors bounding sets

Computing the setS(n, r) for a pair (n, r) is difficult
because BGP route propagation and selection have to be
properly simulated inside the AS. We introduce here a more
convenient way to detect potential routing deflections in the
AS by bounding the set of shadowing reflectors for any pair
(n, r). The advantage of relying on theS(n, r) bounding set
is that the BGP protocol does not have to be simulated.

Grey-reflectors:We callgrey-reflectorfor pair (n, r) each
routerr′ verifying the following property:

∃n′ ∈ N , dist(r′, n′) ≤ dist(r′, n).

A grey reflector may not always advertise the route with
next-hopn because it has anotherfm-next-hopthat might be
preferred if another route is learned. An example of grey-
reflector is reported in Figure 8. A shadowing-reflectorr′ is
necessarily a grey-reflector, but this condition is not sufficient.
Indeed, in the topology of Figure 9,rr2 is a grey-reflector for
the pair(n, r3) (becausedist(rr2, n

′) ≤ dist(rr2, n)) but rr2

cannot learn the route announced by itsfm-next-hopn′. rr2

Fig. 8. r′ is a grey-reflector for the pair(n, r) becauser′ has an′ 6= n

closest next-hop. Ifr learns the route with next-hopn′, it will not advertise
the route with next-hopn.

Fig. 9. rr2 is a grey-reflector for the pair(n, r3). It advertises the route
announced byn because it cannot learn the route announced byn′. rr2 is
hence not a shadowing-reflector for the pair(n, r3).

will only learn the route with next-hopn (selected byr1 and
rr1 and advertises it tor3. We denote byG(n, r) ⊆ R\{r}
the set of grey-reflectors for any(n, r) ∈ N ×R.

Black-reflector: Among routers of the setG(n, r) with
(n, r) ∈ N × R\{r}, we can easily detect some shadowing-
reflectors. Any border routerr′ ∈ G(n, r) that learns a route
with a next-hopn′ ∈ N by eBGP, will always select the
route withn′ due to the “eBGP over iBGP” rule. Such border
routers are calledblack-reflectorsfor the(n, r) pair and verify
the following property:

∃n′ ∈ N , n′ 6= n







dist(r′, n′) ≤ dist(r′, n)
dist(r, n′) ≥ dist(r, n)
−−−−→
(n′, r′) ∈ Ebgp

We denote byB(n, r) ⊆ R\{r} the set of black-reflectors for
any (n, r) ∈ N ×R pair.

Shadowing-reflector sets boundaries:Shadowing-
reflectors are necessarily grey-reflectors. Black-reflectors
are always shadowing-reflectors (and thus a subset of grey-
reflectors) because they are always able to learn a route from
a concurrent next-hop that has a BGP session with it:

∀(n, r) ∈ N ×R,B(n, r) ⊆ S(n, r) ⊆ G(n, r) ⊆ R\{r}.



C. Algorithm to bound fm-optimality

Let us choose a routerr and one of itsfm-next-hopsn.
If r is connected ton in Gbgp, fm-optimality holds. If not,
we compute set of black-reflectors and grey-reflectors for
this pair (n, r) as explained in the last section. We remove
grey-reflectors fromGbgp to obtainGbgp,no−grey . We remove
black-reflectors fromGbgp to obtainGbgp,no−black. We build
the extended graphsGext

bgp,no−grey andGext
bgp,no−black from the

input graphsGbgp,no−grey andGbgp,no−black. If a path exists
from n to r in Gext

bgp,no−grey , the pair is necessarilyfm-optimal
because any shadowing-reflector is a grey-reflector. If a path
from noden to noder exists inGbgp,no−black, the pair may
be fm-optimal, but not necessarily. We introduce two notations
LB andUB such that:

• LB(n, r) = 1: there exists a path fromn to r in
Gext

bgp,no−grey .
• UB(n, r) = 1: there exists a path fromn to r in

Gext
bgp,no−black.

The following algorithm summarizes the steps to compute
LB and UB for any pair (n, r). It uses as input a set of
concurrent next-hopsCN . The candidate next-hop setsCN
considered in the algorithm can be reduced to any subset. A
set of candidate next-hops used for input in our algorithm can
be shared by many prefixes in the real network.

1) Input: graphsGbgp andGigp, a pair(n, r), a set of next-
hopsCN ⊆ N .

2) Output:LB(n, r) andUB(n, r).
3) Check consistency ofGbgp (see II-A.3).
4) Build Gext

bgp (see II-B).
5) a) N ′ = {n′ ∈ CN | dist(r, n′) ≥ dist(r, n)}.

b) ComputeB(n, r) andG(n, r) (see III-B).
c) ComputeGbgp,no−black from Gbgp andB(n, r).
d) ComputeGext

bgp,noblack from Gbgp,no−black.

e) UB(n, r) :=







1 if a path exists from n to r
in Gext

bgp,no−black,

0 otherwise
f) ComputeGbgp,no−grey from Gbgp andG(n, r).
g) ComputeGext

bgp,no−grey from Gbgp,no−grey .

h) LB(n, r) :=







1 if a path exists from n to r
in Gext

bgp,no−grey ,

0 otherwise

Note that to simulate IGP failures, we only have to modify
the Gigp input graph. The first step of the algorithm will
remove inconsistent BGP sessions due to the failures.

IV. EXPERIMENTS ON A TIERS-1 AS

A. Input data

We study in this sectionfm-optimalityof routers to next-
hops for the network topology of a large tier-1 AS extracted in
March, 2005. We first explain how we build the input topology.
Then we explain which candidate next-hop sets we chose to
simulate with our algorithm.

IGP topology: The IGP graph model has been built by
monitoring the IGP. The IGP graph is a fixed input of our
algorithm. This graph can be modified before running our
algorithm in order to simulate some internal network failures
(when an IGP link is down) and maintenance operations (when
a router is down).

BGP topology: We collected the BGP topology from
configuration files of each BGP speaker in the AS. We
converted these files into the homogeneous C-BGP format [16]
and we parsed those C-BGP files to build our reflection graph
model. Inconsistent BGP sessions due to the absence of an IGP
path or due to a mistake in router configurations are removed
from this graph at the third step of the algorithm (see also
II-A.3).

B. Results

The algorithm reported in III-C computesLB(r, n) and
UB(n, r) for a routerr, a next-hopn and a set of candidate
next-hopsCN . Due to space limitations, we do not show
simulation results for IGP failures.

We did not simulate all possible subsets of the concurrent
next-hops. Instead, we computed for each routerr the set of
next-hops that are concurrent with each next-hopn, i.e. for
each considered pair(n, r), all next-hopsn′ that have a larger
IGP costdist(n′, r) ≥ dist(n, r) are concurrent. This gives
us 2, 204 different sets of concurrent next-hops.
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Fig. 10. fm-optimalityas a function of the number of concurrent next-hops.

We display our simulation results in two different ways. The
first way takes thefm-optimality computed for each (router,
next-hop) pair to the simulated next-hops, and averages the
values of LB and UB over all routers of the topology.
Figure 10 shows the results in terms of how much the
number of considered concurrent next-hops affects thefm-
optimality over the whole AS. Figure 10 plots the fraction
of fm-optimal (router, next-hop) pairs as a function of the
set size of concurrent next-hops. We see in Figure 10 that
even for set sizes of less than10 concurrent next-hops, a
significant fraction of potentialfm-suboptimalityexists in the
AS, between30 and60%. We also see on most set sizes that
there can be large variations between worst-case and best-case



fm-optimality. This indicates that different routers and next-
hop pairs may exhibit differentfm-optimalitybehaviors.

The second way to display our results is to average the
fm-optimalitycomputed for each router and next-hop pair to
the simulated next-hops, over the different next-hops of the
topology. Figure 11 shows the routers, ordered by decreasing
averagefm-optimality. We see on Figure 11 that even the
routers having the highestfm-optimalityexhibit a significant
percentage offm-suboptimalpairs, at least30%. All routers
have a lot of potentialfm-suboptimality, between30% and
50% of suboptimal pairs in the best-case.
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Fig. 11. fm-optimalityper router.

The previous two figures provided results in terms of all
possible concurrent next-hops. Due to routing policies imple-
mented by ASs, concurrent routes are typically those received
from a single neighbor that is preferred to all others. In such
a case, the number of concurrent next-hops to be considered
is restricted to those of a single neighboring AS. We show on
Figure 12 the fraction offm-optimal (router, next-hop) pairs
towards next-hop sets restricted to a single neighboring AS,
for each router (ordered by decreasing average fraction of
fm-optimality). We observe that thefm-optimality is in such
cases better than when considering larger sets of concurrent
next-hops. This indicates that thefm-optimality that BGP
might undergo is probably better than what an arbitrary set
of concurrent next-hops would give.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed in this paper to check for the optimality of the
routes choice in a route reflection graph. We do so without
requiring to simulate the complex operation of the BGP
protocol. We formalized the problem of detecting potential
suboptimal choices of the BGP routes. We introduced the
concept ofshadowing reflector, routers that are the cause of
suboptimal route choices in an AS. We show that checking for
the existence ofshadowing reflectorsis tricky, and in some
cases requires to simulate the BGP protocol.

We then applied our check procedure to a large tier-1 AS.
We showed that up to30% of potentially suboptimal routes
can happen with realistic sets of concurrent next-hops.
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Fig. 12. fm-optimality per router when the set of next-hops is restricted to
a single neighboring AS.

Checking for optimal points in iBGP is actually part of a
larger problem: designing iBGP topologies that will automat-
ically prevent suboptimal routing, deflection and loops from
occurring, especially in the case of failures. As further work,
we plan to investigate the different ways of designing such
iBGP topologies.
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